
ECON 6110Q Urban Economics

Spring 2023

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Department of Economics

Instructor Deyu RAO
dyrao@ust.hk

Lecture TuTh 01:30PM - 02:50PM @ Rm 1027, LSK Bldg
Office Hours Th 10:00PM - 11:00PM @ Rm 6072, LSK Bldg

Prerequisite Microeconomics (ECON 2103/2113 or equivalent)
A basic course in matrix calculus, statistics, or
econometrics will be helpful in understanding the
material, but is not required.

Course Description

This course discusses the economics of cities in the context of housing, labor, and trans-
portation. Topics include business and individual location decisions, land use, urban
amenities, agglomeration economies, local governance, etc. The course covers empirical
methods for urban policy analysis, such as non-parametric estimations, spatial regression-
discontinuity (RD) designs, the hedonic model, and discrete choice models. This course
also discusses advanced general equilibrium models used in contemporary urban litera-
ture, including household sorting models, and quantitative spatial models. Students will
learn basic tools for the visualization of spatial GIS data, and analytical tools for empirical
evaluations of urban policies.

Assessment Scheme

• Homework (20%): There will be two problem sets. Students are encouraged to
discuss with each other but should submit his/her own copy.

• Midterm (30%): Date TBA.

• Class participation (15%): Class participation will be measured from in-class mini-
quizzes (or surveys, games). The mini-quizzes will have one or two questions and
will be graded only on participation (i.e., not on your answers).

• Group project (35%): Students should form groups of 2-4 and work on one of the
following topics. The final products include a group presentation at the end of
semester (∼ 15 min per group) and a paper/report of 4-6 pages (12pt font, double
space, including references) due on May 31st. Possible topics include

– an evaluation of an urban policy;

– a report analyzing an urban issue using spatial data;
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– a research proposal analyzing a question in urban economics.

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs)

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to:

• Understand the key concepts, principles, and models of urban economics (SILO #4);

• Collaborate and communicate effectively in oral and written English on issues re-
garding urban economics (SILO #2);

• Analyze the consequence of an urban policy and provide policy suggestions to gov-
ernments and international organizations (SILO #4);

• Develop an academic or career interest in urban economics.

Note: For details of School Intended Learning Outcomes (SILOs) from the School of
Business and Management (SBM), please refer to https://bmundergrad.hkust.edu.

hk/academics/academic-programs/learning-outcomes.

Academic Honesty and Integrity

Honesty and integrity is a central value in HKUST. Please be aware of the importance
and maintain a high standard of honesty in the problem sets and examinations in this
course. Please familiarize yourself to the university rules and the HKUST academic honor
code. The code will be strictly enforced, and any violation cases will be reported to the
university. For details on academic integrity, please refer to https://registry.hkust.

edu.hk/resource-library/academic-integrity.
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Tentative Course Schedule

• Module 1. Principles of urban economics (6 lectures).

1. Introduction

2. Benefit and cost of cities

3. Monocentric city model

4. Rosen-Roback model

• Module 2. Topics in urban economics (4 lectures).

1. Land use and zoning

2. Local governance

3. Urban transportation

4. Housing

• Lab Module. Geospatial data visualization using software (4 lectures).

1. Introduction to geospatial datasets

2. Geospatial data visualization using MS Excel

3. Geospatial data visualization using STATA

• Module 3. Reduced-form approaches in urban economics (3 lectures).

1. Exploratory spatial data analysis

2. Non-parametric estimations and spatial regression-discontinuity (RD) designs

3. The hedonic model

4. Discrete choice models

• Module 4. Quantitative spatial economics (5 lectures).

1. Quantitative spatial models and trade models

2. Dynamics and path dependence

• Other in-class activities.

– Midterm (1 lecture). Time TBA.

– Midterm Review (1 lecture, if time allows). Time TBA.

– Group presentations (1-2 lectures). Time TBA, tentatively at the end of
semester.

Note: This is a tentative course outline. The instructor may fine-tune the topics while
ensuring the course objectives being achieved.
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